A Peek at Our Week

**Math:** In math this week, the students have begun counting objects in groups from 0-5, and have practiced their number writing skills. We also learned how to show the numbers 0-5 in many different ways, including on our fingers, using objects, using a dice, and using the numeral.

**Writing:** We started our first books as authors this week! Many of us have chosen to write stories about things we know, like our families or our favorite foods. We are working on thinking about our ideas, and putting those ideas on paper in a way that makes sense using pictures and words.

**Reading:** In reading, we chose our independent reading spots in the classroom. We also learned where to find and how to use our independent reading baggy that will hold our poetry folder and just right books throughout the year.

Snap Words

Throughout the school year, students will be learning “snap words”— words that all kindergartners are expected to know by the end of the year, and that help speed up their reading. This week we learned the snap words:

I & a

Important Dates

- September 14: Open House 6PM (more info to follow)
- September 28: Picture Day

If you have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to reach out!

Kerri.dodier@sau57.org
603-893-7053 ext. 7105